
 

 

                                     Spring is in full swing!                                     Spring is in full swing!
  

I know you are enjoying the beauty of this season of rebirth, as the energy inI know you are enjoying the beauty of this season of rebirth, as the energy in
the office is palpably heightened.the office is palpably heightened.
Garden designs, golf games, and travel plans are keeping many of yourGarden designs, golf games, and travel plans are keeping many of your
calendar days very full, not to mention the play-off series,calendar days very full, not to mention the play-off series,
which is keeping your nights busy…..so, I will try to be concise....which is keeping your nights busy…..so, I will try to be concise....
  
The American Society of Laser Medicine and Surgery LASER2013 AnnualThe American Society of Laser Medicine and Surgery LASER2013 Annual
Conference was a resounding success.Conference was a resounding success.
KJD-MD continues to be at the forefront in the field of aesthetic medicineKJD-MD continues to be at the forefront in the field of aesthetic medicine
and surgery.and surgery.
This translates into the most advanced techniques and technologies beingThis translates into the most advanced techniques and technologies being
provided.provided.
Here are just a few examples:Here are just a few examples:

  
1)1)   The new ICON laser system is still shining brightly, outperforming allThe new ICON laser system is still shining brightly, outperforming all

expectations.expectations.
Those fortunate enough to use it marvel at its breadth, efficiency,Those fortunate enough to use it marvel at its breadth, efficiency,



Those fortunate enough to use it marvel at its breadth, efficiency,Those fortunate enough to use it marvel at its breadth, efficiency,
effectiveness, and sheer creative potential.effectiveness, and sheer creative potential.
Stretch marks, scars, redness and rosacea, and aging skin respondStretch marks, scars, redness and rosacea, and aging skin respond
beautifully, reproducibly, and consistently better than predicted.beautifully, reproducibly, and consistently better than predicted.
  
2)2)   The two newly-launched Zeltiq Coolsculpting hand pieces, which wereThe two newly-launched Zeltiq Coolsculpting hand pieces, which were

specifically designed to follow the natural curvature of the body, as well asspecifically designed to follow the natural curvature of the body, as well as
  

allow a better fit for tricky areas of fat removal, have been a huge hit with ourallow a better fit for tricky areas of fat removal, have been a huge hit with our
well-heeled patients.well-heeled patients.
Thighs, both inner and outer, are a particularly popular area for treatmentThighs, both inner and outer, are a particularly popular area for treatment
this spring, as well as upper arms.this spring, as well as upper arms.
The new 'wingless' hand piece makes the application to these stubborn fatThe new 'wingless' hand piece makes the application to these stubborn fat
deposits so much easier, allowing for about a 35% decrease in fat thickness.deposits so much easier, allowing for about a 35% decrease in fat thickness.
I continue to be charmed by my newest Zeltiq sculpting tools.I continue to be charmed by my newest Zeltiq sculpting tools.
  
3)3)   Thermage CPT is still the absolute gold standard for skin tightening, theThermage CPT is still the absolute gold standard for skin tightening, the

device and technique to which all others are compared.device and technique to which all others are compared.
Faces, necks, tummies and arms/thighs all respond predictably in theFaces, necks, tummies and arms/thighs all respond predictably in the
appropriately selected patient, as Thermage CPT remains a pillar of a solidappropriately selected patient, as Thermage CPT remains a pillar of a solid
anti-aging plan.anti-aging plan.
Early jowls and sagging around the mouth and chin are great targets for thisEarly jowls and sagging around the mouth and chin are great targets for this
treatment regimen.treatment regimen.

  
The National Women'sShow was a resounding success.The National Women'sShow was a resounding success.
The word is now officially out about Zeltiq Coolsculpting, and the public isThe word is now officially out about Zeltiq Coolsculpting, and the public is
better informed about all manner of KJD-MD treatment options.better informed about all manner of KJD-MD treatment options.
Repeat performances for next Autumn and Spring have been requested, so weRepeat performances for next Autumn and Spring have been requested, so we
have agreed to keep up the positive momentum.have agreed to keep up the positive momentum.
It is not only incredibly enjoyable to meet the public, but it is also veryIt is not only incredibly enjoyable to meet the public, but it is also very
rewarding to educate at the same time.rewarding to educate at the same time.
Guest speaking engagements have spring-boarded from the exposure, so theGuest speaking engagements have spring-boarded from the exposure, so the
2013/2014 calendar is becoming increasingly full.2013/2014 calendar is becoming increasingly full.
"The Essence of Inner and Outer Beauty: the art and science of living an"The Essence of Inner and Outer Beauty: the art and science of living an
enriched life", is a keynote speech planned for a group of about 150 women,enriched life", is a keynote speech planned for a group of about 150 women,



enriched life", is a keynote speech planned for a group of about 150 women,enriched life", is a keynote speech planned for a group of about 150 women,
and one of my favourites on the roster. It should prove quite enlightening,and one of my favourites on the roster. It should prove quite enlightening,
both for speaker and audience!both for speaker and audience!

  
Vivier has a few seasonal specials of CE Peptides ( the supreme anti-agingVivier has a few seasonal specials of CE Peptides ( the supreme anti-aging
serum) / TMR (a wrinkle relaxant), and a spring rehydratingserum) / TMR (a wrinkle relaxant), and a spring rehydrating
mask/moisturizing combo-pack.mask/moisturizing combo-pack.
I'm loving them personally, and hope you can enjoy the high-end products,I'm loving them personally, and hope you can enjoy the high-end products,
and significant savings as well. and significant savings as well. 
As always, we are at your service....please just call Judy and she will be moreAs always, we are at your service....please just call Judy and she will be more
than happy to assist you.than happy to assist you.

  
I know I promised to be short-winded....I tried!I know I promised to be short-winded....I tried!
I will save the rest for the next missive.I will save the rest for the next missive.
Happy travels, enjoy your pastimes, love your friends and families, and mostHappy travels, enjoy your pastimes, love your friends and families, and most
importantly, cherish yourselves....importantly, cherish yourselves....
  
Cheers for now,Cheers for now,
KJD-MDKJD-MD


